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A CORRECTIONAND SOME ADDITIONSTO
"FUNDAMENTALSOLUTIONSFOR DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS
ASSOCIATEDWITH THE NUMBEROPERATOR"
BY
YUH-JIA LEE
Abstract. Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener pair and 91 the operator defined by
%u(x) = -tr&ceHD2u(x) + (x, Du(x)), where xEfi and( •, • ) denotes the B-B*
pairing. In this paper, we point out a mistake in the previous paper concerning the
existence of fundamental solutions of 91* and intend to make a correction. For this
purpose, we study the fundamental solution of the operator (9l+A/)*(A>0)
and
investigate its behavior as A -» 0. We show that there exists a family {Q\(x, dy)} of
measures which serves as the fundamental solution of (91 + A/)* and, for a suitable
function/, we prove that the solution of 91* m =/can be represented by u(x) =
limx^o/s/(j)ô\(^>
dy) + C, where C is a constant.

In our previous paper [2, §3], we have shown that the solution of the equation
9t* «(*)/(*)
(/e£0)
is of the form Gkf(x) + a constant, where Gf(x) =

fo'lisfiy)0,^
dy)] dt and G7 = GiGk'xf) with G°f = f. Viewingthe representation of Gkf, we then intuitively claimed that the family {Qix, dy)} of &-fold
convolution of G(jc, dy) = /0°°otix, dy)dt forms rigorously the "fundamental solution" of 91*. Unfortunately, the "fundamental solution" is only formal. The mistake

is caused by the fact that Gkfix) may not equal fBfiy)Qix, dy) when /G £0
(though Gkfix) = ¡fiy)Qix, dy) for all /> 0). In order to obtain a correct representation of Gkf(x) by an integral with respect to certain measure, we study the
fundamental solution of the differential operator (91 + Xl)k, where X > 0, and
then investigate its behavior as A goes to zero. We show that the fundamental
solution of (91 + A7)* exists in the sense of measure, which means that there exists
a family of measures, say {Q\ix, dy)}, so that, for any member / of a certain
reasonable large class of functions, the integral Q\fix) = fBfiy)Q\ix,
dy)
exists and (% +XI)k(Qxf)(x)
= f(x). As X goes to zero, we show that

lii"x.o/j/(>')0^,
dy) = Gkf(x) for any/in ß0.
Definitions and Notation. We give in the following some new definitions and
notations which did not appear in the previous paper. For the others, we refer the
reader to [2].
For each x in B and for each Borel set A in B, we define

Gxix,A)=\

r°°

e-x'o,ix,A)dt

(X>0),
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Rx{x,A) =

•>r\

e-x'[ot(x,A)-pxiA)]dt;

and let

G\f(x) = [

(e~x'fiy)o,ix,dy)dt

•'0

JB

Rxf(x) = J0(

JB

Evidently, 6\/and
have

(if it exists),

e-x'f{y)[ot{x,dy)-Px{dy)}dt.

Rxf exist when/is

bounded and continuous. Furthermore, we

Lemma 1. (a) Gx(x, ■) and Rx(x, ■) are Borel measures with total variation X~xand
2X'X,respectively.

(b) Iff E £, thenRxf E £ and Gxf E £; and, iff E £0, thenRxf(x) = Gxf(x)
andGxfE

£0.

(c) If f Et,
have:

f is integrable with respect to Rx(x, ■) and Gx(x, ■). Moreover, we

(0

Rxfix)=jjiy)Rxix,dy),

(2)

Gxf(x)=ff(y)Gx(x,dy).
JB

Proof, (a) follows from the fact that otix, ■) and pxi-) are mutually singular
probability measures.
(b) follows by arguments similar to [2, Proposition 3.1].
It remains to prove (c). First of all, we observe that Rxf(x) = Gxf(x) —
X~xjBf(y)px(dy) and Rx(x, ■) = Gx(x, ■) — X'xpx( ■), so it suffices to verify (2).
Next, noting that if/is in £ then/4",/"
and |/| are also in £; it suffices to prove
that any nonnegative member / in £ is integrable with respect to Gx(x, ■) and (2)
holds. But, by the definition of Gx(x, • ), it is easy to see that (2) holds when / is a
simple function and so, by the monotone convergence theorem, (2) holds if / is a
nonnegative function. Now the integrability of a nonnegative member in £ follows

immediately from (b).
Proposition

(3) Qxix, E)=

D

1. For each x in B and each Borel set E in B, define

[...[

JB

JB

Gxiyk_x, E)Gxiyk_2, dyk_x)--- G\(yx, dy2)Gxix, dyx).

(k—\ times)

We have:
(a) The total variation of Qx(x, ■) is X~k.

(b) £ C L\Qx(x, ))for each x in BandX>0

(4)

and

Gkfix)=ffiy)Qxix,dy).

(c) Iff is a function in £, then u(x) = Gkf(x) satisfies the equation (%+

(cf. [1]).
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Proof, (a) follows from Lemma 1(a).
(b) Using the same idea as in the proof of Lemma 1(c), we see that/^ and/- are
integrable with respect to Qx(x, dy) and G^(x)
= ¡^(y)Qx(x,
dy), G{f-(x) =

fBf~iy)Qxix, dy), whichyield the identity (4).
Finally, imitating the proof of [2, Theorem 3.5], (c) follows immediately. D
Remark. Proposition 1 shows that the fundamental solution of (91 + XI)k exists
in the sense of measure which is given by the family {Qxix, ■)}. D
Proposition 2. Let {fx: X E R+ } be a net of functions in £ satisfying the following
conditions:
(C-l) There exist constants c, c' such that

\fx(x)-fx(y)\<c-e"Me'W\\x-y\\
forallx,y EBandX E R+ .
(C-2)hmx^0fx(x)=f(x).
Then we have

(5)

limi?x/x(x)=/o

In particular, if f Et,
limitfunctionof (5).

[otf(x)-pxf(0)]dt.

then limx^0 Rxf(x) = Rf(x), where Rf(x) is defined by the

Proof. Write out the expression of Rxfx(x)
convergence theorem. D

Corollary

and use Lebesgue's dominated

1. Assumef E £0. Then

Gkf(x) = \im ff(y)Qx(x,dy).
A^O Jß

Proof. Noting that the net {Gxf} satisfies (C-l) and (C-2) of Proposition 2, the
Corollary follows immediately. D
Remark. To correct the previous paper, we should change properly all the
statements concerning the fundamental solution of 91* according to the above
results. In view of Corollary 1. Theorem 3.5(b) of [2] should read:
Assume / is a function in £0 and Qx(x, ■) is defined as in (3). Then Gkf(x) =

limx^0JBf(y)Qx(x, dy) exists,Gkf E t(k)0 and 9l*(G*/)(x) = f(x).

□

Remark. It is not known so far if the fundamental solution of 91* exists in the
sense of measure. When k — 1 and/ G £0, we see thatpxf(0) = 0 and

Gf(x)= Rfix)= J0fW(x) - 0)dt= f(f(y)[ot(x,
dy)-px(dy)]dt.
J0 JB
Since the last integral exists for all f Et,

one might conjecture that the the set

function R(x, A) — /0°°[or(x, A) —px(A)\ dt could define a measure and the family
{R(x, A)} might form the fundamental solution of 91. Unfortunately, if one takes
A = the concentrated set of px, then R(x, A) = -oo and R(x, Ac) — +oo, thus
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R(x, ■) fails to be a measure. From this observation, we conjecture that the
fundamental solution of 91 does not exist in the sense of measure and neither does
that of 91*. However, a proof is lacking. D
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